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Our role, as analysts
To provide
• a recommendation or an
opinion which may induce
investors to take action
(e.g. buy, hold, sell) on a
specific stock.

Based on ….
• our understanding of the
PLC’s background (and
management),

For MIBG Research …
• we have also integrated
ESG consideration in
recommendations.

• the business & operating
environment and outlook
(against sector and
economic cycle),

• our valuation of the stock
(based on projected
earnings, cash flow and
balance sheet), considering
also trading liquidity.
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Our role, as analysts
Analysts are …
• licensed under the Capital
Market Securities Act, to
provide investment
advisory services.

Products
• our written ‘products’ are
(usually):

Information channels
• Our ‘information channels’
are (usually):

 initiation,

 management,

 results commentary,

 PLCs’ financial
statements (annual &
quarterly),

 company update.

 industry sources,
and:
 marketing,

 PLC’s competitors (for
channel checks).

 non-deal roadshow.
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What we want
 More detailed diclosure – especially on announcement of
major corporate exercise.

 Management access - we also want to hear from key
management (CEO / MD, CFO), apart from IRO,

especially on:
 Management access – and, FAST – especially during:


quarterly results release,



announcement of corporate exercises,



unusual stock price movement



PLC’s plans / outlook, and



rationale for major corporate exercises.

Plans

Speed of clarification is of essence.

Quarterly
results release

Announcement
of corporate
exercise

Unusual stock
price
movement

Rational

Outlook
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What we want
 In building financial model (during initiation), we want:

 Some examples of data:



more granular historical data (past 5 years),



PLC’s mid-to-long plans (new business ventures,

orderbook at end-FY, yearly tender book size &

new markets, inorganic growth plans),

win rates, project margins (or a range), details

PLC’s targets (financial & non-financial, ESG

of latest outstanding orderbook.





Construction – yearly job wins, outstanding

initiatives).


Property development – yearly sales, yearly
launches, target sales/launches, project
margins (or a range), inventory levels.



Retail & manufacturing – yearly sales volume
(by main products), average selling prices /
ASPs (for main products), cost breakdown
(materials, labour, others).

In a nutshell, key historical data that will enable to build a
financial model.
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What we do not want
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What we do not want

 Material non-public information that will affect the stock price movement.
 Selective dissemination of non-public information.
 Unsupported and/or not realistic broad statements.
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ESG parameters
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Maybank IBG Research’s ESG parameters
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Maybank IBG Research’s ESG parameters
 “E” – energy (% renewable), water & waste (% reused or recycled), carbon footprint (GHG Scope 1, 2 & 3 and
how are they managed), environmental non-compliance, bio-diversity conservation efforts, green buildings (for
construction).
 “S” – workforce diversity especially gender (% of women in workforce, % of women in management),
workforce’s welfare (including accommodation, human capital development), workplace security, lost time
injury frequency (LTIF); community investments (% of earnings).
 “G” – Board composition (independent directors, women directors, disclosures of directors’ and key
management’s remuneration), external auditors, policies like ABC, Code of Conduct and Ethics for Employees
and 3rd Parties, Whistleblowing, related party transactions.
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Maybank IBG Research’s ESG parameters
 Other considerations – ESG or Sustainability Policy, capturing of Scope 3 emissions, carbon offsetting, and net
zero / carbon neutrality targets.
 Points for consideration:


EPF has identified two sustainable investment targets: i) a fully ESG compliant portfolio by 2030, and ii)
a climate neutral portfolio by 2050.



PNB, in its Sustainability Framework launched in April this year, outlined 10 commitments under the 3
pillars of “E”, “S” and “G”.



KWAP has progressively embedded ESG considerations into its investment decisions since over a decade
ago; it began monitoring its investee companies’ corporate governance practice and responsibility
towards social and environmental aspects since 2009.
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Questions?
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DISCLAIMER
DISCLAIMER
This presentation is for information purposes only and is not intended to provide personal investment advice and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, the financial situation and the particular needs of persons who
may receive or read this presentation. Investors should therefore seek financial, legal and other advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities or the investment strategies mentioned in this presentation.
The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but such sources have not been independently verified by Maybank Investment Bank Bhd and consequently no representation is made as to the
accuracy or completeness of this presentation by Maybank Investment Bank Bhd and it should not be relied upon as such. Accordingly, no liability can be accepted for any direct, indirect or consequential losses or damages that may arise
from the use or reliance of this presentation.
This presentation may contain forward looking statements which are often but not always identified by the use of words such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”, “expect”, “forecast”, “predict” and “project” and
statements that an event or result “may”, “will”, “can”, “should”, “could” or “might” occur or be achieved and other similar expressions. Such forward looking statements are based on assumptions made and information currently
available to us and are subject to certain risks and uncertainties that could cause the actual results to differ materially from those expressed in any forward looking statements. Readers are cautioned not to place undue relevance on these
forward-looking statements. Maybank Investment Bank Bhd expressly disclaims any obligation to update or revise any such forward looking statements to reflect new information, events or circumstances after the date of this publication or
to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
This presentation copy may not be reproduced, altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party in whole or in part in any form or manner without the prior express written consent of Maybank Investment Bank
Bhd and Maybank Investment Bank Bhd accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
This presentation is not directed to or intended for distribution to or use by any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability
or use would be contrary to law or regulation.
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Thank You

